NEARMAP VERTICAL COVERAGE FOR THE UNITED STATES.

Mar 16, 2018
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

>71%
Total U.S. Population

330,000+
Square Miles

430
Urban Areas

sub-3”
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD)

WE SET THE STANDARD FOR CURRENT, CLEAR IMAGERY.
NEARMAP COVERAGE.

This document provides an overview of our U.S. coverage to date, including scheduled coverage. To get the latest coverage updates, visit our interactive map at go.nearmap.com/current-aerial-maps.
Visit go.nearmap.com/current-aerial-maps to check current coverage in detail.

Disclaimer: Nearmap's map coverage as described in this document is approximate only. Nearmap does not guarantee that maps of a particular location or geography will be available at any point in time or that its map coverage is current, accurate, correct or reliable. The date, time and number of aerial surveys Nearmap conducts is subject to change without prior notice and is undertaken at Nearmap's absolute discretion.
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Visit go.nearmap.com/current-aerial-maps to check current coverage in detail.

Disclaimer: Nearmap's map coverage as described in this document is approximate only. Nearmap does not guarantee that maps of a particular location or geography will be available at any point in time or that its map coverage is current, accurate, correct or reliable. The date, time and number of aerial surveys Nearmap conducts is subject to change without prior notice and is undertaken at Nearmap's absolute discretion.
Visit go.nearmap.com/current-aerial-maps to check current coverage in detail.

Disclaimer: Nearmap’s map coverage as described in this document is approximate only. Nearmap does not guarantee that maps of a particular location or geography will be available at any point in time or that its map coverage is current, accurate, correct or reliable. The date, time and number of aerial surveys Nearmap conducts is subject to change without prior notice and is undertaken at Nearmap’s absolute discretion.
Visit go.nearmap.com/current-aerial-maps to check current coverage in detail.
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